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Lavendon Village Hall 

 

Chairman’s AGM Meeting Report for 24th November, 2016 

 

Last year, the Trustees prepared a draft Strategy Document, setting out some long-term 

thinking, with a vision for the Village Hall, listing the four factors which will help to guide 

future decisions. 

These four factors are: 

1. Maintaining and improving the fabric of the Village Hall and its facilities. 

2. Managing the Hall’s financial affairs prudently. 

3. Promoting the facilities to potential users. 

4. Addressing factors which affect what is known in modern jargon as our “sustainability” 

in other words, to make decisions and take actions, which ensure that this Building, or 

whatever succeeds it, survives and flourishes.  

 

I am pleased to report that the Committee have now approved the Strategy. 

 

As last year, my report will take each of these factors in turn, and indicate what we are 

doing to implement them. 

 

1. Maintaining and improving the fabric of the Village Hall and its facilities. 

 

This is the area which I hope you will agree is where most progress has been made;  and it is 

impressive.  As you approached the hall, you may have noticed the plant room on the right 

and the eye-catching entrance features:  the curved canopy, with matching curved steps, 

the ramp for the disabled, the flower planter, the new entrance doors and the wider 

corridor. 

Inside, there are reconstructed ladies and gents toilets, a new wheel-chair accessible toilet, 

a custom-designed kitchen and a new bar area. 

The surface around the front of the hall has also been recently tarmaced. 

This is just Phase 1 of what we call Project Diamond and our Project Manager Stewart 

Jones, will give you more information about this later. 

What you won’t have noticed is that we have effortlessly glided into Phase 2:  the walls 

have been cavity filled and the windows double-glazed.  This should work wonders for our 

heating bills. 

We have plans for a three further Phases.  Phase 3 is for a possible modularised 

entertainments system, which would improve our PA system and enable us to show films 
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and stream live broadcasts;  Phase 4 could be a car park at the rear of the Hall, with a side  

access lane and Phase 5 is likely to be improvements to the roof and a possible new ceiling. 

However, more funds will be needed before we embark on these three Phases. 

And talking about funds, these have come from a variety of sources:  foundations, private 

companies, Village organisations, individuals, the Local Giving Charity, Gift Aid and of 

course, our own fund-raising events, which many of you support.  We have also been 

fortunate to have had considerable unpaid and below-cost help from a number of village 

tradespeople as well as from very capable people on the local Pay Back Scheme, which is 

designed to enable those who have broken the law, to give back something to society. 

To commemorate the completion of Phase 1, we had a Grand Opening on July 9th.  The 

Starlight Samba Band led a parade of children and adults, clad in red, white and blue 

through the village;  William Tusting cut the ribbon and made a short speech and the 

visitors were then invited into the hall for a cuppa and to look around some stalls, set up by 

the various organisations, who use the Hall, who showcased what they have to offer. 

 

2. Managing the Hall’s financial affairs prudently. 

This aspect of the Strategy is in the capable hands of Geoff Simmonds, our treasurer, who 

provides impressive monthly reports and brings our attention to the good and the not-so 

good.  One thing that concerns him is the fact that we are not covering our running costs 

with income from regular users, with the consequence that some of the fund-raising money 

has to be diverted to make up the deficit. 

We are keen to get more users, but competition is fierce and we have been looking at our 

competition’s charges and pricing structures and well as their Terms and Conditions, to see 

if ours need to be changed.  A report recommending a new pricing structure was discussed 

at our recent Village Hall meeting. 

 

3. Promoting the Facilities to potential Users 

How do we do this?  We do have a number of regular users and we strive to retain these:  

our facilities are now going to take some beating, we keep our rates competitive, the hall is 

kept clean by our cleaner Jerri and our Terms and Conditions are fair and transparent. 

Our own fund-raising events aim to give value for money and although we have our tried-

and-trusted events like bingo and quizzes, we try to do something different from time to 

time.  We ran a “Lavendon’s got Talent” in April, which was a great success as have been 

our “Tea, Cakes and Sandwiches” afternoons.  But other ventures have had to be cancelled. 

Despite these set-backs, on November 12, for example, we held a “Murder Mystery”. Now 

it’s fingers crossed for two new ventures in the New Year:  a Comedy Evening in February 

and a Dinner/Cabaret Evening in March. 
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Despite all this, we do have to attract more users, regular and occasional. 

Promotion and communication is very important in doing this and we will continue to use a 

variety of media e.g. notice boards, email, the Hall web page, leaflet drops, Facebook, the 

school children’s book bags, Phonebox magazine, the Parish magazine and so on. 

But we still have to work on this. 

4. Planning the long-term sustainability of the hall (by sustainability we mean – making 

decisions and taking actions, which ensure that this Building, or whatever succeeds it, 

survives and flourishes).  

We now have an attractive, energy-efficient building, which shouldn’t need too much done 

to it for quite a few years and Phases 3, 4 and 5 mean that we are, even now, thinking of 

continuous improvement. 

 

This year’s achievements would not have been possible without the efforts of some of the 

Committee members, who spend considerable time and money working tirelessly on Hall 

matters. 

They all deserve a big “thank you”, but I would like to single out a few whose contributions I 

think have been exceptional: 

Nigel Stickells, our Secretary, whose attention to detail and forensic examination of the 

small print has enabled him to see opportunities, where nobody else does.  He also 

produces meticulous, readable minutes of our monthly meetings and also keeps the Hall’s 

web page up to date. 

Stewart Jones, our Projects Manager, who has had the unenviable task of planning Project 

Diamond, obtaining quotations, placing contracts, purchasing materials, planning the 

sequence of work and then moving the Project towards completion, trying hard to keep 

costs under control.  Without his considerable contribution, this refurbishment project may 

not even have got off the ground. 

John Panter, our man-of-all trades, whose practical, hands-on experience, inexhaustible 

supply of useful contacts and willingness to take on work is invaluable.  Again, his 

contribution has been invaluable. 

Geoff Simmonds, our treasurer, whose excellent monthly reports, experience, judgement 

and knowledge of finance-related matters, goes unnoticed by many. 

Barbara Adams and Sandra Alexander, who have worked tirelessly to get the large number 

of fundraising events off the ground.  Without their efforts, people wouldn’t attend events 

in such numbers, raffles wouldn’t be so successful and the teams, who work so hard in the 

kitchen and on other tasks, just wouldn’t materialise. 

Bev Shaw, who, although she has resigned from the Committee, continues as Hall Booking 

Secretary. 
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There is one person, not on the Committee, who deserves a special mention:  Eddie Adams.  

He is prepared to set his hand to anything from cleaning down tables, to mending guttering, 

painting the fascia panels and mending the outside notice board, which some careless 

driver had bumped into. 

He is also probably the best tea and coffee maker in Lavendon. 

On a less upbeat note, there are three members who have played a major role in the 

fortunes of the Village Hall, but have decided to take a less active role in future: 

Firstly, Stewart Jones, our Projects Manager, who has decided to move to take on a new 

challenge elsewhere, as a Trustee of AgeUK Milton Keynes – a demanding role, especially 

with the reductions in local authority and health funding for vulnerable, older people.  But 

he has agreed to help us as and when. 

Secondly, John Panter, who has decided to step down, so that he can spend time re-

charging his batteries and on other activities.  He also has agreed to help us as and when. 

And thirdly, Sandra Alexandra, who has been such a stalwart on the Fund-raising 

committee, has decided to take things a bit easier by withdrawing.  She has however 

agreed to help in future, on an as-and-when basis.  Her husband David has, however, has 

agreed to continue to use his considerable creative talents to produce posters for Village 

Hall events. 

 

Finally, a big “thank you” firstly, to all those other members of the Committee and to the 

many village volunteers, who work tirelessly to maintain and improve the Village Hall and 

secondly, to all those in and around the Village, who hire the Hall and support the events 

held in it. 

 

John Salter 

 

7th November, 2016 

 

 

To donate to the Lavendon Village Hall Diamond Project go to  

 http://localgiving.com/charity/lavendonvillagehall 

Lavendon Village Hall Registered Charity No. 300289 

Supported by: 

 

http://localgiving.com/charity/lavendonvillagehall
http://www.mkcommunityfoundation.co.uk/

